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The field of search engine optimization was once focused on one major goal: harvesting intent from search.
Longer content is preferred over shorter content since it can cover a topic in greater detail. Data shows that
content around 2400 words ranks the best on Google. The other point that has become increasingly
important is that relevant anchor text should be used in links. This applies not just to external links pointing
into your site, but internal linkages throughout your Web site. So you want your site to be among those most
relevant for the keywords relevant to your business. Ideally you want to be towards the top of the first page
of the search results as people do not often look further than that. It’s fairly easy to spot an online review
written by an employee or owner of a company.

Types of site changes brought on by keyword density
There are many other items which can affect a website’s search ranking, including all of the following:
keyword research and implementation, back links, link building, content, directory submission, competitor
analysis, optimization both on and off of the website in question, and still more variables. When writing a
bullet list of 5 or more points, put the most important points at the top and the bottom of the list. The
information in the middle is rarely noticed. Is it exciting? Panda has ensured that publishing poor quality
content to earn rankings simply isn't effective anymore. And Penguin ensures that traditional link building
can be risky and dangerous to search engine visibility. Caffeine's Freshness update has obfuscated large
swaths of keyword data used to measure SEO success. Nofollow links were introduced by Google to mark
links that should not be used for the ranking algorithm. It's main purpose was to stop comment spam in
blogs. The idea was that people would stop spamming blogs and other pages with links if these links didn't
influence the rankings anymore.

High advertisement ratio can be mitigated by using link
research
Responsive design — or, in other words, a Web layout that provides a quality experience no matter the
screen size — is among the factors Google uses to determine search results. You may even find your site
penalized if you haven’t yet embraced responsive design. A picture can be worth a thousand words, they
say. Well, when it comes to online marketing, a single image can be worth a thousand links!
The fact remains that knowledge of one’s domain and the tools out there is vital to success. How do site
changes effect SEO? Be willing to be wrong (if you are). Create a post-specific resource, and offer it for
download in exchange for the email address of your visitors. When the resource is post-specific, readers are
more likely to engage with the campaign, in turn boosting conversions.

Measure and Improve by paying attention to search queries
Gaz Hall, a Freelance SEO Consultant from SEO Hull, commented: "Link building happens when you manage
to get more links to your website from other sites than your competition. In other words if the spiders and
crawlers see that there is a link to your website in 500 blogs it will increase your credibility compared to a
website that only has 10 links linking to it." Do your maths - its one of the primary resources for this sort of
thing. Its as simple as KS2 Maths. Really! The right font (and font size) can make your copy easier to read
and visually more interesting, increasing engagement. Cramming popular search terms into your blog isn’t
enough anymore, businesses need to spend time creating meaningful copy. The struggle is real: it’s difficult
to avoid bias when reviewing the results of a campaign you’ve worked hard on. You can also
check Google Webmaster Tool to see if there are any reported duplicate title tags issues.

The important factor here is specificity
We subconsciously look for relevancy clues in the title and snippet once we’ve paused on a result.
Keyword density is the percentage of times a keyword is used in the copy. SEO is a time consuming effort
which most people running an online business do not have. But it will not provide you with regular website
traffic. This will ensure a greater cohesion between your business and its copy which promotes a sense of
honesty towards the reader.

This year will be the year of authority sites
Google counts links from other websites as votes. So, when they’re presented with two (or more) pages on
the same topic, the page with the most links (i.e. votes) will usually rank higher than the page(s) with fewer
links. The only thing you can do off site to incraese your rankings is build up more links. More links will
generally lead to better Google PageRank and better search engine rankings. It’s no longer a means of
holding a high page rank, it’s about bringing qualified traffic to your online business. Words in URLs

should be separated by hyphens and not underscores. Search engines largely ignore duplicated content, so
ask yourself what’s left on a given page if all the content that is a repetition of somewhere else is excluded.

